
Hunting

Until the appointment of a Territorial Game Warden in 1903 there was no restraint on hunting and fishing.  Indians and some rural white settlers 
had no regard for conservation and slaughtered game indiscriminately.  For some people, hunting was important to subsistence, but many miners 
and ranchers killed deer and antelope for sport without even collecting the carcasses.  Enforcement of the 1903 rule of one buck deer per hunter in 
season was attended by dangerous confrontations.  Lt. Cipriano Baca of the New Mexico Mounted Police encountered a group of San Felipe 
Pueblo Indians with four doe hides but did not make a field arrest because "He would have to kill some of them." 

After New Mexico gained statehood in 1912 Trinidad C. de Baca became State Game Warden.  He reported a gradual improvement in compliance
with game laws, but said it was difficult to get witnesses to testify because ranchers and farmers in outlying regions were more sympathetic to 
poachers than game wardens.  At that time it was also hard to get support from the court system and convictions were usually followed by 
minimum fines or suspended sentences.

In the period 1800 -1900 Joseph E. Smith took several photos of hunters and hunting camps with displays of deer and antelope.  The Winchester 
Repeating Rifle, Models 73 and 94, were heavily favored firearms.  In recent years the Game and Fish Commission has instituted special hunts for
deer and antelope (the latter by drawing only) for hunters with muzzle-loading rifles.  The special antelope hunt is illustrated by a photo.      



Antelope posing for the photographer



A slight surplus for three hunters.



A heavily loaded burro



The buck stops here



They could have taken one more.  Note the array of Winchesters.



Advent of the auto in hunting, ca. 1920



Bird hunting in the Bosque



Modern hunter with muzzle-loading rifle and antelope


